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Abstract. Laser driven shock measurements have been performed on pre-compressed samples. A
diamond anvil cell (DAC) has been used to smtically compress water to I GPa and then strong
shocked with an energetic laser. The use of intense laser irradiation can drive shocks in targets
making it possible to study the equation of state (EOS) of somples well into the hundreds of GPQ

regime. Generally. such experiments employ a somple initially at normal density and stmdard
pressure. therefore providing data on the principal Hugoniot. In this experiment the initial state of the
sample was varied to provide data off the principal Hugoniot. W’e report the work th~t l~as done on
the Vulcan laser and describe a method to achieve off principal Hugoniot dots.

Diamond

INTRODUCTION

anvil cells (DAC) are used to
generate ultra-high pressures in static samples
and can generate high-quality isothermal
equation of state (EOS) data up to several
hundred GPa. This technique incorporates the
use of two large diamonds statically compressed
in an anvil vice. To yield data at temperatures
greater than room temperature a laser can be
focused in the sample region heating the sample
to several hundred degrees. There are limits to
the amount of energy that can be deposited and

the heating of the diamond can result in thermal
stress and lower achievable pressures.

A novel idea is to use the diamond anvil cell
to statically compress a sample and then use a

high-powered laser to strong shock the pre-
compressed sample The measurement is a
traditional shock Hugoniot EOS measurement

that can yield dfita off the principal Hu:oniot. In
this paper we present a design for a thin-flat
diamond anvil cell which can pre-compress a
sample to -1 GPa and then strong shocked to
-100 GPa. We discuss an experiment performed
at the Vulcan laser facility and present the data
and simulations.

DIAMOND ANVIL CELL DESIGN

In laser-generated shock experiments a high
intensity laser can generate a strong shock. This
intensity and resulting pressure must be
maintained for a suitable length of time to
traverse the diamond and enter the sample
region. The laser spot size must also be

sufficiently large such that a planar region
remains after side refraction takes place. A
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typical high intensity laser of’ -101’ \\’/cnlz

~enerfl!!y has a pulse length of se!er~l

nanoseconds and spot size of several hundred
microns, Assuming an intensity of 5x101:
W/cm~, the resulting pressure of -S00 GPa

generates a shock with veloci[y -23 ~[ltins in
diamond, Given a 4 ns pulse the shock [1-a\els

-90 pm before the laser pulse is over. Assuming
a refraction velocity of -33 prn/ns the shock Ivill

have thickness of -40 pm after 9 ns from the
start of the pulse and travel a distance of -200

pm. A thin diamond is needed for ns pulse
duration. In addition a fast dilmond sound speed
leads to a fast side refraction of the planar shock.
If Jve assume a decay angle of -30 degrees a spot

size of >400 pm diameter is needed to retain a

plmer shock of >100 pm at breakout af[er

traveling through 200 pm of diamond. A
modified DAC is needed since the thick
diamonds and small sample areas in a standard
DAC are not sufficient for a laser generoted
shock measurement.

FIGURE 1 Cut away section of the Diamond
Anvil Cell design shows the compression of two
diamond flots between WC supports \vith a
conical light port with angle 6 and diameter 2r.
The high intensity laser is incident on a thin
diamond of thickness t.

The design is shown in figure i. The cut
away shows two thin plates of diamond \vith a

tungsten carbide (WC) anvil as a support to
compress the sample. An angle of -30 degrees
for the conical light port is used due to a
minimum in tension and tungsten carbide is used
since its elastic module is closest to diamond~.

The laser is normal to the front of the thinnest
diamond generating a strong shock. This shock

propagates through the diamond into the sample.
A thin Al step was placed in the cell to measure
the shock velocity in the Al and use this

rnemurement to determine the shock pressure, A “ -
VISAR is incident on the other end and retlected

off the Al \\’here breakout times can be seen.
The dia[nond flat with a pressure. P on [he

sflMp]e side. This thin-flat diamond is loaded,
For a circular plate uniformly loaded a simple
relation exists for the maximum stressc, S,,,. in the
plate.

S,l, = k iv rzftz
Where r is the radius, t is the thickness: \r is

the load, and k is a constant dependant on the
hotv the sample is constrained, either k=l .24 for

simply supported or k = 0.75 for fixed edges.
Since our sample cm be compressed to a v~lue
above the elastic limit of the stainless steel
washer k is somewhere between fixed and simply

supported. For a given value of r = ~OOym and t

= 200 pm and using the value of tensile strength
of diamond, 2.S GPa. for the maximum stress \ve
arrive at a maximum load of betlveen 1.0 and 1.6
GPa. This pressure can be increased to -7 GPo

by going to a 500 ~lm thick diamond.

HUGOFJ1OT hIEASUREhIENT FOR PRE-
COhlPRESSED WATER

An accurate equation of state of HZO is an
important constituent of models of the cores

Uranus and Neptune’. The principal Hugoniot
avoids the Supersonic region, while the pre -
compressed Hugoniot travels through it.

The high intensity laser v~~c~’ at
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory was used to
induce a plmre shock \vave. The laser was

incident on a 200 pm thick diamond flat ui[h an
intensity of a few times IOIJ W/cm~ and 4 Inj

stacked pulses to give a total pulse length of -ins.
This intensity produces a strong shock in the
diamond that un[oads in an Al step target used to
measure the shock velocity. The shock then
enters the water sample. Strong shocks in water

(> 200 GPa) are expected to ionize water so that
the shock front will reflect light. We can
measure the shock front velocity with a velocity
interferometer (optical Doppler shift
measurement).

Hugoniot measurements are ]imited to a

single track through phase space. The shoaled
region in figure 2 sho!vs this track can be

expanded by changing the initial state of the

material. However, this initial stote needs to be
accurately determined in order that the
measurement is accurate. Through pre-
compression the initial temperature is knolv and
the initial density can be determined b}



measurement of the pressure in n region \\llere
the density-pressure re!otion is kno\\’. This
l-esults in an accurate determination of the initial

store.
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ncessable area through the use of pre-compressed
samples
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FIGURE 3 Visar image from a 0.735 GPa pre-
compressed sample.

The VISAR memurement is taken and the
know pressure and a fit for the index of
refraction. See figure 3 where a The laser pulse
launched three succesive shocks

CONCLUSION
We have designed and tested a new technique

to generate off principal Hugoniot equation of
state data through the novel use of a diamond
anvil cell. The cell was pre-compressed [o 1 GPa
and then shock compressed to several hundred
GPa and shock pressures were generated from

-50 to 300 GPa. These were inferred through
breakout time measurements from a stepped Al
target and assuming modified QEOS water EOS,

The shocked rnflterial uJas tr:~nsp~l-ent around 50
GPa and opaque in the region bettwen 190 to

300 GPJ. This technique is a po\\erful method
to measure EOS dots in a region not before
addressed.
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